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The Complete Classroom Set, Print & Digital includes: 30 print Student Editions 30 Student Learning Center subscriptions 1 print
Teacher Edition 1 Teacher Lesson Center subscription
Six Ideas That Shaped Physics is the 21st Century's alternative to traditional, encyclopedic textbooks. Thomas Moore designed
this textbook to teach students the following: (1) To apply basic physical principles to realistic situations (2) To solve realistic
problems (3) To resolve contradictions between their preconceptions and the laws of physics (4) To organize the ideas of physics
into an integrated hierarchy. McGraw-Hill Education's Connect, is also available as an optional, add on item. Connect is the only
integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need
it, how they need it, so that class time is more effective. Connect allows the professor to assign homework, quizzes, and tests
easily and automatically grades and records the scores of the student's work. Problems are randomized to prevent sharing of
answers an may also have a "multi-step solution" which helps move the students' learning along if they experience difficulty.
Learn the essentials of Six Sigma in just 36 hours The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Six Sigma Course provides you with the knowledge
you need to understand, implement, and manage a Six Sigma program. This detailed yet accessible guide explores 10 essential
Six Sigma tools for manufacturing along with other core components of a Six Sigma program.
Make simple sense of complex financial information! The high-profile accounting scandals of recent years have made one thing
clear: You can't know too much about the company for which you work. What are the numbers? Where do you find them? How do
they affect you and your staff? This fully revised and updated third edition of The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Finance for
Nonfinancial Managers provides a firm grasp on what all the numbers really mean. Designed to let you learn at your own pace, it
walks you through: The essential concepts of finance, so you can ask intelligent questions and understand the answers Vital
statements and reports, with sections on pro forma financial statements and expensing of stock options The auditing
process--what is measured, how it's measured, and how you can help ensure accuracy and completeness With chapter-ending
quizzes and an online final exam, The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Finance for Nonfinancial Managers serves as a virtual
professor, providing the curriculum you need to crunch the numbers like a pro!
Softbound Interactive Student Text is divided into a two-volume set that is perfed and 3-hole punched for easy organization for
middle school students. This is volume 1.
"Questions and Answers is built on questions-real questions about real health and wellness issues collected from real students at
both 2- and 4-year schools across the United States. In responding to these student inquiries, authors Gary Liguori and Sandra
Carroll-Cobb combine the latest science-based knowledge with practical guidance on concrete actions students can take now to
improve their fitness and wellness. Questions and Answers's active learning approach includes a focus on behavior change and
the latest research and science"--

This set provides the consumable Student Edition, Volume 2, which contains everything students need to build
conceptual understanding, application, and procedural skill and fluency with math content organized to address CCSS.
Students engage in learning with write-in text on vocabulary support and homework pages, and real-world problemsolving investigations.
McGraw-Hill My Math develops conceptual understanding, computational proficiency, and mathematical literacy.
Students will learn, practice, and apply mathematics toward becoming college and career ready.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product. Sharpen your skills and prepare for the CPA
Exam with a wealth of essential facts in a fast-and-easy Q&A format! Get the question-and-answer practice you need
with 2,000 Review Questions for the CPA Exam. Organized for easy reference and intensive practice, the questions
cover all essential topics. This book provides thorough coverage of the four sections of the CPA Exam: Auditing and
Attestation, Business Environment and Concepts, Financial Accounting and Reporting, and Regulation. The 2,000
practice questions are similar to the exam questions so you will know what to expect on test day. Each question includes
a fully detailed answer that puts the subject in context. This additional practice helps you build your knowledge,
strengthen test-taking skills, and build confidence. Prepare for exam day with: 2,000 essential questions organized by
subject Detailed answers that provide important context for studying Content that follows the real-life CPA exam
Practice Makes Perfect! Get the practice you need to succeed on the ACT! Preparing for the ACT can be particularly
stressful. McGraw-Hill: 10 ACT Practice Tests, Sixth Edition explains how the test is structured, what it measures, and
how to budget your time for each section. Written by renowned test prep experts, this book has been fully updated to
match the latest test. The 10 intensive practice tests help you improve your scores from each test to the next. You'll learn
how to sharpen your skills, boost your confidence, reduce your stress—and to do your very best on test day. Features
Include: • 10 complete sample ACT exams, with full explanations for every answer • Updated content matches the new
test requirements • In-depth explanatory answers for every question • Scoring worksheets to help you calculate your
total score for every test • Free access to additional practice ACT tests online
"Why did we decide to write this text? Well, for starters, organizational behavior (OB) remains a fascinating topic that
everyone can relate to (because everyone either has worked or is going to work in the future). What makes people
effective at their job? What makes them want to stay with their employer? What makes work enjoyable? Those are all
fundamental questions that organizational behavior research can help answer. However, our desire to write this text also
grew out of our own experiences (and frustrations) teaching OB courses using other texts. We found that students would
end the semester with a common set of questions that we felt we could answer if given the chance to write our own text.
With that in mind, Organizational Behavior: Improving Performance and Commitment in the Workplace was writ-ten to
answer the following questions"-Concise and focused, the Wonders Reading/Writing Workshop is a powerful instructional tool that provides students with
systematic support for the close reading of complex text. Introduce the week’s concept with video, photograph,
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interactive graphic organizers, and more Teach through mini lessons that reinforce comprehension strategies and skills,
genre, and vocabulary Model elements of close reading with shared, short-text reads of high interest and grade-level
rigor
Engineering Fundamentals & Problem Solving presents a complete introduction into the engineering field and remains the most
comprehensive textbook for an introductory engineering course. This text will help students develop the skills needed to solve
open-ended problems in SI and customary units while presenting solutions in a logical manner. Students are introduced to subject
areas, common to engineering disciplines, that require the application of fundamental engineering concepts. Engineering
Fundamentals & Problem Solving provides students a realistic opportunity to learn to apply engineering principles to the solution of
engineering problems. Furthermore, the author's approach keeps students on task toward an engineering career by showing how
the materials apply to the student's school, life, and career. McGraw-Hill Education's Connect, is also available as an optional, add
on item. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what
they need, when they need it, how they need it, so that class time is more effective. Connect allows the professor to assign
homework, quizzes, and tests easily and automatically grades and records the scores of the student's work. Problems are
randomized to prevent sharing of answers an may also have a "multi-step solution" which helps move the students' learning along
if they experience difficulty.
This set provides the consumable Student Edition, Volume 1, which contains everything students need to build conceptual
understanding, application, and procedural skill and fluency with math content organized to address CCSS. Students engage in
learning with write-in text on vocabulary support and homework pages, and real-world problem-solving investigations.
Up-to-date, easy-to-follow coverage of electricity and electronics In Teach Yourself Electricity and Electronics, Fifth Edition, a
master teacher provides step-by-step lessons in electricity and electronics fundamentals and applications. Detailed illustrations,
practical examples, and hundreds of test questions make it easy to learn the material quickly. This fully revised resource starts
with the basics and takes you through advanced applications, such as communications systems and robotics. Solve currentvoltage-resistance-impedance problems, make power calculations, optimize system performance, and prepare for licensing exams
with help from this hands-on guide. Updated for the latest technological trends: Wireless Systems Fiber Optics Lasers Space
Communications Mechatronics Comprehensive coverage includes: Direct-Current Circuit Basics and Analysis * Resistors * Cells
and Batteries * Magnetism * Inductance * Capacitance * Phase * Inductive and Capacitive Reactance * Impedance and
Admittance * Alternating-Current Circuit Analysis, Power, and Resonance * Transformers and Impedance Matching *
Semiconductors * Diode Applications * Power Supplies * Bipolar and Field-Effect Transistors * Amplifiers and Oscillators * Digital
and Computer Basics * Antennas for RF Communications * Integrated Circuits * Electron Tubes * Transducers, Sensors, Location,
and Navigation * Acoustics and Audio Fundamentals * Advanced Communications Systems Make Great Stuff! TAB, an imprint of
McGraw-Hill Professional, is a leading publisher of DIY technology books for makers, hackers, and electronics hobbyists.
Your SOURCE for supply chain management fundamentals Optimize your understanding of the essential supply chain
management practices used by the best firms to gain competitive advantage. Written in an easy-to-follow style, Supply Chain
Management DeMYSTiFieD is filled with best practices and proven techniques for success. This practical guide covers supply
chain collaboration, planning, strategic sourcing, manufacturing, production, logistics, risk management, and performance metrics.
Corporate social responsibility is also addressed. Detailed examples and concise explanations make it easy to understand the
material, and end-of-chapter quizzes and a final exam help reinforce key concepts. It's a no-brainer! You'll learn about: Creating a
customer-focused strategy Buyer-supplier negotiations New product development Just in time (JIT), Lean manufacturing, and Six
Sigma Transportation Global supply chains Simple enough for a beginner, but challenging enough for an advanced student,
Supply Chain Management DeMYSTiFieD helps you master this essential business and quality management topic.
Boiled-down essentials of the top-selling Schaum's Outline series for the student with limited time What could be better than the
bestselling Schaum's Outline series? For students looking for a quick nuts-and-bolts overview, it would have to be Schaum's Easy
Outline series. Every book in this series is a pared-down, simplified, and tightly focused version of its predecessor. With an
emphasis on clarity and brevity, each new title features a streamlined and updated format and the absolute essence of the subject,
presented in a concise and readily understandable form. Graphic elements such as sidebars, reader-alert icons, and boxed
highlights stress selected points from the text, illuminate keys to learning, and give students quick pointers to the essentials.
Designed to appeal to underprepared students and readers turned off by dense text Cartoons, sidebars, icons, and other graphic
pointers get the material across fast Concise text focuses on the essence of the subject Delivers expert help from teachers who
are authorities in their fields Perfect for last-minute test preparation So small and light that they fit in a backpack!
Reading skills and science content supported in every lesson with this student resource book. • Contains lesson outlines,
vocabulary development, graphic organizers • Designed to maximize student understanding of each new science concept •
Specific practice for visual interpretation, including charts, graphs, and diagrams Grade specific (1-6) consumable workbook
designed for individual student use.
This text covers basic research issues and both quantitative and qualitative approaches to communication research. The guiding
principle of the text is that methodological choices arise from oneâ€™s research questions and hypotheses; thus, the text focuses
first on the research process, and then discusses the methodological tools for understanding and conducting basic communication
research projects. In the second edition, every chapter includes examples based on research from 2002 and thereafter, and
revisions improve the balance of quantitative and qualitative research perspectives as well as of data collection and analytical
procedures.
Are your students performing as well as they hope and expect to in your course? Are your students reading the text before they
come to class? Meet PsychSmart 2e from McGraw-Hill! PsychSmart is a member of the McGraw-Hill M Series family. . . and the M
Series started with YOUR students. Through extensive student research, we have created a textbook and learning system
designed to meet the needs and maximize the workflow habits of today’s college students. Students told us they wanted a briefer
text with more visual appeal...and a less expensive price. We listened. We also listened to instructors. We learned about the
challenges that they faced in their classrooms every day and what their ideal course materials would look like. They told us they
needed an engaging solution for their course needs – but without sacrificing quality and content. The result is PsychSmart.
Authored by master teachers, PsychSmart uses a wealth of real world examples, media and online interactivities to create a
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dynamic and engaging learning solution designed to reach today’s students. It also includes Connect, the only integrated learning
system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they
need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
Communication Research: Asking Questions, Finding Answers covers basic research issues and processes, both quantitative and
qualitative, appropriate for communication students with little or no previous research methods experience. The text's guiding
principle is that methodological choices are made from one's research questions or hypotheses. This avoids the pitfall in which
students learn one methodology or one methodological skill and then force that method to answer all types of questions. Instead of
working with one methodology to answer all types of questions, students come away understanding a variety of methods and how
to apply them appropriately.
The Glencoe Math Student Edition is an interactive text that engages students and assist with learning and organization. It
personalizes the learning experience for every student. The write-in text, 3-hole punched, perfed pages allow students to organize
while they are learning.
This text explains the meaning of variation in the context of business, with the help of real data and real business applications. It
focuses not only on an in-depth explanation of the concepts but also demonstrates easily mastered software techniques using the
common software available. The book is in line with the Current Statistical Practices and offers practical advice on when to use or
not to use them. Salient Features: • Exclusive section for Indian Cases with questions! • New and updated Mini Cases for
economics and business. • New and updated exercise data sets, web links, Big Data Sets, and Related Reading. • Updated Excel
support, including screen shots, menus, and functions. • Introduction to the topic of Analytics and how it fits in with Business
Statistics. • Updated exercises with emphasis on compatibility with Connect®. • Updated test bank questions matched with topics
and learning objectives. • Expanded treatment of regression, including multiplicative models, interaction effects, and two sections
entirely dedicated to logistic regression.
Experience Spanish: Un mundo sin límites, presents vocabulary and grammar in action through culture. With emphasis on the
5C’s, the Experience Spanish program delivers dynamic opportunities for communicative practice in all course delivery formats
built upon the following principles: Culture is core: Culture is infused throughout the program. The students’ cultural experience
and exposure is not limited to special cultural sections, but rather embedded in presentations as well as in vocabulary and
grammar practice. The dedicated cultural sections are rich and varied: Entrada cultural, Expresiones artísticas, Notas culturales,
Notas interdisciplinarias, Lectura cultural, Concurso de videoblogs, Conexiones culturales en vivo, and Conexiones culturales.
These readings, videos, notes, and fine art presentations offer students extensive cultural perspectives and promote cross-cultural
comparisons and connections. Language in action: Vocabulary in Experience Spanish is presented visually through colorful,
engaging illustrations, and put into action with personal and communicative activities. Grammar points are introduced with
contextualized short dialogues or cultural readings that immediately illustrate the concepts in action, allowing students to
experience the structures in context before focusing on the forms and rules. Personalized experience: No two students are alike.
Why should their learning paths be? LearnSmart uses revolutionary adaptive technology to build a learning experience unique to
each student’s individual needs. Students engage in targeted vocabulary and grammar practice so they are prepared to practice
communication in the classroom. To further the personalized experience, we’re excited to announce the interactive 3-D game,
Practice Spanish: Study Abroad, that immerses students in a virtual study abroad experience in Colombia. Practice Spanish,
accessible on laptops and mobile devices, allows students to practice real world language in a game environment that integrates
culture, grammar, and vocabulary. Experience Spanish everywhere: Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers
students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class
time is more engaging and effective. *Connect Spanish, including but not limited to the workbook/lab manual, LearnSmart,
Practice Spanish: Study Abroad, the video program, and chat tools, is sold separately and does not come automatically with the
purchase of the textbook.
Connect Master: Economics provides a revolutionary, digital-first approach for the principles of economics course that is ideal for a variety of
course formats--traditional, online, flipped, or hybrid. Authors Carlos Asarta and Roger Butters offer the same core content covered in
mainstream textbooks, but in a way that breaks free from the constraints of a traditional textbook's structure and format--empowering
instructors to take advantage of new approaches in teaching methodology to revitalize their course and improve student engagement and
outcomes. Instead of lengthy, narrative-driven chapters, content in Connect Master is organized into over 250 topics, each anchored by an
engaging 2-4 minute professionally-produced video and supported by a host of dynamic learning resources such as interactive graphs,
worked examples, helpful hints, and robust assessment content. Topics are delivered to students through the most advanced adaptive
learning technology on the market, using continual assessment and artificial intelligence to personalize the experience for each individual
student. The result is an immersive experience that is flexible, innovative, and aligned to how today's students learn and obtain information.
Navidi/Monk, Elementary Statistics was developed around three central themes - Clarity, Quality, and Accuracy. These central themes were
born out of extensive market research and feedback from statistics instructors across the country. The authors paid close attention to how
material is presented to students, ensuring that the content in the text is very clear, concise, and digestible.High quality exercises, examples
and integration of technology are important aspects of an Introductory Statistics text. The authors have provided robust exercise sets that
range in difficulty. They have also focused keen attention to ensure that examples provide clear instruction to students. Technology is
integrated throughout the text, providing students examples of how to use the TI-83 Plus and TI-84 Plus Graphing Calculators, Microsoft
Excel and Minitab.The accuracy of Elementary Statistics was a foundational principle always on the minds of the authors. While this certainly
pertains to all aspects of the text, the authors also exhausted energy in ensuring the supplements have been developed to fit cohesively with
the text.
Includes: Print Student Edition
With The McGraw-Hill Guide, students will take a goals-oriented approach to their writing assignments using proven techniques related to
student success. They’ll set goals for their writing, use effective composing strategies to achieve those goals, and assess their progress
towards achieving them. Students will learn the underlying principles on which the effectiveness of any writing is assessed—by assessing it
themselves—and develop the strategies they’ll need to support their writing long after they have completed college. Connect Composition
supports instruction across multiple semesters and courses with interactive exercises, online learning videos, enriched ebook
materials,annotation and writing tools, and much more! • LearnSmartAchieve – a continuously adaptive learning system that pinpoints
students’ individual strengths and weaknesses and provides personalized support to help them master key topics and material. LearnSmart
Achieve provides foundational support on key course areas such as the writing process, critical reading, the research process, reasoning and
argument, grammar and commonsentence problems,punctuation and mechanics, style and word choice, and multilingual writer support. •
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Power of Process – a critical reading and writing tool that guides students through instructor-chosen strategies and helps them engage
directly with a text through highlighting, annotation, and short answer questions. • Analytics - Progress dashboards that quickly show how you
are performing on your assignments and tips for improvement.
FitWell empowers students to become active participants in their own health through a first-of-its-kind student-centered approach. McGrawHill conducted extensive market research with over 4,000 students to gain insight into their studying and buying behavior. Students told us
they wanted more portability with innovative visual appeal and content that is designed according to the way they learn. Instructors we
surveyed told us they wanted a way to engage their students without compromising on high quality content. Our findings concluded that
students who actively participated in their own learning actually retained more information and were able to apply it more often to their every
day lives. How could we build a program for students that would promote active learning while providing visual appeal, portability, and
relevance? We are excited to introduce to you the first-of-its kind program for Fitness and Wellness. FitWell delivers the serious content you
want in both a magazine-style format that’s fun to read and an online learning space that commands active learning. We began by collecting
over 1,000 Fitness and Wellness questions asked by real students. Questions like, “How can I improve my self-esteem?” or “Do I really
need 8 glasses of water a day?” introduce each section of material throughout the program. With its series of assignable videos that debunk
common health and fitness myths (“Sit Ups Make Your Stomach Flatter” or “Marijuana gives you munchies”), FitWell grabs hold of
students’ attention and doesn’t let go. The real-life behavior change case study videos found online provide students with unmatched
relevance. Students click, watch, and learn: these videos follow real college students attempting to change their behavior for an entire
semester, and hopefully for life. With its online Fitness assessments, assignable interactive animations, and online labs, FitWell engages
students like no other fitness and wellness program. The Right Conversations: To make our program relevant, we wanted to understand what
students care about when it comes to their health and well-being. It turned out, when it comes to Fitness and Wellness, students had a lot of
questions! We compiled over 1,000 questions that students asked our authors. These real student questions like, “Can colds really come
from stress?” or “What’s the best exercise for me?” introduce each section of material, ensuring the content that follows is always researchbased and relevant. Instead of passively reading, your students actively engage in questions, answers, and conversations that are of interest
to them. The Right Instruction: Assign your students a series of short video clips throughout the semester that track the progress of real
students making behavior changes in their lives. Follow Greg on his quest to begin exercising and watch him document his challenges on
camera. Will he be able to make lasting, healthy choices? Your students will have to tune in and find out for themselves! Captivate your
students by assigning “Myth/Fact” videos that explore common myths, like “Oily Foods Give You Acne”, and separate the fact from fiction.
Students actively work through the FitWell system online and in their magazine-style text, completing fitness assessments, interactive
animations, and labs. Not only does this format produce measurable results that are documented online, but the focus on active learning is
the first step towards inspiring more active students. The Right Time: The time is right for a flexible hybrid print-digital learning system that
meets students online, where they already work, play, and live.
The McGraw Hill 36 Hour Six Sigma CourseMcGraw Hill Professional
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